Somfy myLink™
The myLink™ puts you in control, so that you can
operate your motorized solutions whether you’re
home or not. At work and realized you forgot to
close your shades for the day? Not a problem.
With a simple tap of the myLink app, you can
close all your shades.

Channel Control
The myLink interface features five channels so
you can control up to five individual or five groups of
motorized solutions with one myLink. This provides
an ideal zone control and allows you to mix and match
motorized solutions with ease. It’s scalable so you can
always use multiple myLinks together if additional
channels are needed.

Draperies

Blinds

Shades

Screens

Shutters

Awnings

Sunlight Control

The myLink provides convenient and effortless sunlight
control to create your optimal living environment. Its
robust capabilities allow you to spend your time doing
what you enjoy most and maximize the benefits that
your Somfy–powered products provide, such as energy
savings, privacy, and convenience.
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Scheduling and Operating Solutions
Take it a step further and create a
scene so multiple solutions operate
together with a single tap.
• Want to enjoy a relaxing lunch on your
deck on a warm sunny day? Effortlessly
close all the motorized shades in your
kitchen and extend your motorized
awning in an instant.
• Your interior stays cool and comfortable
and you can enjoy lunch under your
awning in the pleasant shade.

Timing is everything, right?
Scheduling operation of your motorized
solutions with the myLink allows you
to enjoy the experience of a high-end
home automation system, but at a fraction
of the price.
• Even if you’re a morning person,
waking up and getting your day
started can be challenging. Use the
myLink to schedule your motorized
shades to automatically open at 7am
so you start the day with welcoming
warmth and natural light.
• Create another schedule so all
your shades close at 8pm
providing privacy and peace
of mind…automatically.

The Somfy myLink plugs directly into any standard wall
outlet and communicates over your home’s WiFi network.
For more information, visit somfysystems.com/mylink

The Somfy myLink™ offers convenient control
of any Radio Technology Somfy® RTS motorized
solution with a smartphone or tablet. It consists
of a simple plug-in device and free app that
transforms the experience users have with their
motorized solutions.

App control

Harness the power of your favorite mobile device
and upgrade to a convenient and relevant control
option for Somfy-powered solutions.

Remote access

Activate Somfy-powered solutions even when
you’re away from home with a single tap to
maximize the many lifestyle benefits they provide
such as energy savings, UV protection and privacy.

Timed events

Schedule scenes to automate motorized solutions
on a seven day schedule so you can effortlessly
enjoy their many benefits.

On-screen setup wizard

Intuitive installation and setup allows you to enjoy
your myLink experience in a few short minutes.

Flexible

Choose the best way to control your motorized
solutions with options such as individual
control, group control, and more.

Compatible

Controls all Radio Technology Somfy® RTS
products including blinds, shades, curtains,
screens, awnings, and rolling shutters as
well as RTS enabled lighting devices.

SOMFY is the leading global manufacturer of strong, quiet motors
with electronic and app controls for interior and exterior window
coverings. Over 270 million users worldwide enjoy the more than
150 million motors produced by Somfy. During the past 40+ years,
Somfy engineers have designed products for both the commercial
and residential markets to motorize window coverings such as
interior shades, wood blinds, draperies, awnings, rolling shutters,
exterior solar screens and projection screens. Somfy motorization
systems are easily integrated with security, HVAC and lighting systems
providing total home or building automation.

THE SOMFY MYLINK™

Convenient
app control for window coverings, awnings,
screens and rolling shutters
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Free app for iOS and Android
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